
Pirate Phonics Mosaic
Read the real and nonsense words with each blend in. Use the key to colour in the squares to 
reveal the hidden picture.

play day say way Sunday pray bay gean dreast

tray clay yay vay glay tay ray preat meach

sway away shray runway chay spray zay stray holiday

spray Saturday lay birthday whirt sunray hay payday bay

player pay daytime stay lird layer weekday players daydream

display weekday airway haystack shird Thursday daylight hairspray sway

playtime saying dirt stir girl shirt bird tray crayon

bead firm whirl sir birth skirt third first feast

seal beat seat leap read sea meat beast beam

east clean heat eat treat beans neat speak team

Light Blue: 
Real words 

with ay

Bright Blue: 
Real words 

with ea

Pale Yellow:
Real words 

with ir

Bright Yellow:
Nonsense 

words with ea

Brown:
Nonsense 

words with 
ir

Green:
Nonsense 

words with 
ay



Pirate Phonics Mosaic Answers
Read the real and nonsense words with each blend in. Use the key to colour in the squares to 
reveal the hidden picture.
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Pirate Phonics Mosaic
Read the real and nonsense words with each blend in. Use the key to colour in the squares to 
reveal the hidden picture.

about out whale wheel wheat when whizz around crouch

cloud whack froud lount whip louch routh which count

scout whisk gouth chout wheeze lound glound whiff shout

found while white whoop whiter whilst whoosh ground mouth

proud sprout whirl whisper whenever whisks whirlwind louder mound

sound loud whizz round meanwhile couch why clouds pout

ouch whimper pouch noun counter pounds snout whine south

wheelbarrow wheeze whilst amount whoan thousand whichever whips whiff

prouder our whack whirt wheach whooch whip sprouts outside

ours wheelchair while mouths whuch shouts whisper whoop without

Black: 
Nonsense words 

with ou

Grey:
Real words 

with ou

Yellow:
Nonsense words 

with wh

White:
Real words with 

wh



Pirate Phonics Mosaic Answers
Read the real and nonsense words with each blend in. Use the key to colour in the squares to 
reveal the hidden picture.
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Pirate Phonics Mosaic
Read the real and nonsense words with each blend in. Use the key to colour in the squares to 
reveal the hidden picture.

case made came chobe bone glope make flane crade

base take shope droze pole spode strope cabe mafe

game wone hode glone home cake hate bake tale

snake lake safe bope note mate sale plane grapes

alone those stone woke joke poke globe hope rope

chase phone mole throne smoke tone broke froze blame

time like slope vote ripe choke spoke shine slide

prize invite line bride inside dine dive line mine

bite smile alive drive bike side kite life nine

five hide pile ride wife glide tide pride stride

Bright Blue: 
Real words 

with i-e

Light Blue: 
Real words 
with a-e

Yellow:
Nonsense 

words with 
a-e

White:
Nonsense 

words with 
o-e

Brown:
Real words 
with o-e



Pirate Phonics Mosaic Answers
Read the real and nonsense words with each blend in. Use the key to colour in the squares to 
reveal the hidden picture
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Pirate Phonics Mosaic
Read the real and nonsense words with each blend in. Use the key to colour in the squares to 
reveal the hidden picture.

saw yawn law paw draw raw claw shawl crawl

donkey June flute rude lawn rule huge tube hockey

computer drawer jaw drawn prune mute prawn cube use

dude hawk jigsaw sawdust fuse seesaw brute straw amuse

tune paws squawk awful lockey flume fluke cute include

sprawl prawl chawn salute grolley mute thawl spraw fortune

perfume tawl dawl turkey trolley valley jawn nawn volume

fuse uses scrawl fumes plume flute bawl excuse rude

trude cute mute paws straws yawns conclude huge pude

strube flune fortune cubes brute tubes tunes pruke slude

Black:  Real 
words with 

aw

Orange: 
Real words 

with ey
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Real words 
with u-e
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Read the real and nonsense words with each blend in. Use the key to colour in the squares to 
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